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Expert Information

Qualifications

MSc Construction Engineering and
Management
BSc Civil Engineering

Professional Memberships

ICE, IMO, SCL, SCL (Turkey)

Services

Construction Delay and Disruption
Analysis

Industries

Buildings, Oil and Gas, Power and
Utilities, Production and
Manufacturing, Transportation
Infrastructure

Regional Experience

Africa, Asia, Europe, Middle East

Expert Highlights

Over 15 years of international construction and consultancy

experience.

Appointed as an independent delay expert.

Assisted the named expert in delay and project management related

disputes.

On-site experience in complex buildings and infrastructure projects.

Fluent in English and Turkish.

Huseyin Karanci is a civil engineer with more than 15 years of experience. 
He has been appointed as a delay and programming expert 14 times and
has assisted the named delay and project management experts on
numerous occasions.

Huseyin has attended multiple hearings and has provided expert opinion
in arbitration, adjudication and mediation for disputed buildings projects.
He has assisted in analysis and report writing for infrastructure and oil
and gas projects with values in excess of £1 billion, and responded to the
opposing expert’s reports.

Huseyin has worked at manager level for leading international
contractors and consultancy firms across Europe, the Middle East, Asia,
and Africa. His extensive hands-on experience includes the planning,
design, procurement, construction, management, and analysis of
complex construction projects ranging from airports, roads, rail, and
bridges to residential and hotel towers, shopping malls, and offices.

Huseyin specialises in delay analysis, programming and construction
management.  He is proficient in conducting various types of delay,
disruption, and productivity analyses to assess the impact of project
issues. 

Huseyin is a member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, the Chamber of
Civil Engineers in Turkey and the Society of Construction Law (including
as a committee member in Turkey). In 2020, he co-authored a chapter of
the publication ‘Dealing with Delay and Disruption on Construction
Projects’, a practical guide to delay and disruption issues for construction
professionals and is fluent in both English and Turkish.

Contact

Email: huseyinkaranci@hka.com
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